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To help us understand the impact of media use, gaming and media-multitasking on attention 

performance and mental health, we should consider a basic principle of how the mind (brain) operates. 

Two Principles of the Brain 

Principle 1: The brain has important limitations  

We sometimes underestimate the limitations of our minds (brains). Contrary to common 

beliefs, we can’t process information from multiple sources at the same time, which means that 

we have to select (attend to) some of the information at the expense of other information. 

 

6 Points on Media Use and Media Multitasking 

Point 1: Performance Depends on Attention Resources 

While doing any task, we need a certain amount of cognitive resources to be able to perform it 

well. On easier tasks, when we think we have resources to spare, we can get away with media 

multi-tasking. However, we run into problems when we don’t have enough resources to devote 

to a given task. 

         

Point 2: Media Multi-Tasking Impairs Cognitive Performance 

While media multi-tasking impairs cognitive performance in the moment by dividing our 

cognitive or attentional resources across two (or more) tasks, which leads to worse 

performance on each. For example, media multi-tasking in University lectures is detrimental to 

performance and academic outcomes. In particular, laptop use is found to be “off-task” 61% of 

the time and even students nearby those who are media multi-tasking have impaired 

performance. While driving, the consequences can be even more serious, as “the impairments 

associated with using a cell phone while driving can be as profound as those associated with 

driving while drunk.” 

Useful Sources: 



Hyman, Boss, Wise, McKenzie & Caggiano (2010): Did you see the unicycling clown? Inattnetion 

blindness while walking and talking on a cell phone. 

Sana, Weston, & Cepeda (2013): Laptop multitasking hinders classroom learning for both users 

and nearby peers. 

Strayer, Drews, & Crouch (2006): A comparison of the Cell Phone Driver and the Drunk 

Driver. 

https://arstechnica.com/gaming/2017/11/study-pokemon-go-led-to-increase-in-traffic-deaths-

accidents/ 

 

Point 3: Media Multi-Tasking is Associated with General Negative Outcomes 

Media multi-tasking can be loosely defined as the simultaneous use of 2 or more media sources, 

for example, scrolling through Facebook while watching TV, or texting while doing homework.  

Media multi-tasking is related to more: Media multi-tasking is related to less: 

Depression 

Social Anxiety 

Attention problems 

Media use while talking to others 

Sleep 

Positive Feelings 

Academic Success 

Face to face communication 

Feeling ‘normal’ 

 

 

Those who use their phones more frequently do experience greater ”accessibility stress”, that is 

the pressure to respond to messages or posts quickly, associated with trouble sleeping and 

symptoms of depression. Also when using social networks we are often comparing ourselves to 

others (and remember, these are their curated highlights!) which can lead to negative feelings. 

However, face to face communication is positively related to: feeling more normal, more social 

success, more positive feelings and more sleep.  

Useful Sources: 

Rideout, Foehr & Roberts (2010). Generation M2: Media in the Lives of 8- to 18-Year Olds, A 

Kaiser Family Foundation Study. 

 

Point 4: Smartphones Interfere with Social Interaction 

Smartphones are sold as communication devices, but can actually interfere with communication 

 Close friends enjoy each others’ company less the more they use their phones while together 

Parents who use their phones during parent-child interactions are less sensitive and responsive 

both verbally and nonverbally to their children’s vids for attention ~ Kildare & Middlemiss, 2017 

There are 2 reasons why findings such as these occur: 

https://arstechnica.com/gaming/2017/11/study-pokemon-go-led-to-increase-in-traffic-deaths-accidents/
https://arstechnica.com/gaming/2017/11/study-pokemon-go-led-to-increase-in-traffic-deaths-accidents/


1) Dividing your attention between the phone and the person makes you less sensitive to their 

needs, as well as their tone of voice and facial expressions 

2) A lack of Shared or Joint Attention, knowing that you and the other person have your 

attention focused on the same thing, which is important for developing secure relationships.  

Tip: Try having a phone-free night with friends or family. It may make you feel awkward or 

anxious at first, but it will allow you to connect more deeply and enjoy experiences more. 

 

Point 5: Not All Media Use is the Same 

We can group media and smartphone use into 2 broad categories that have different 

consequences: 

Absent-Minded Use: Behaviours such as often losing track of time while using your phone, or 

scrolling through the phone with no real purpose. This sort of behaviour is associated with: 

More negative emotion, more stress, more anxiety, more depression, more mind-wandering, 

more attention-related errors and less mindfulness.  

Functional Smartphone Use: Behaviours where the smartphone is used as a tool, such as using the 

calendar, is associated with: Less mind-wandering, fewer attention-related errors, and more 

mindfulness. 

Useful Links:  

https://www.psychologytoday.com/intl/blog/media-spotlight/201709/can-smartphones-make-us-

more-absent-minded 

 

Point 6: Smart Devices are Designed to Co-opt Your Attention 

Former google product manager Tristan Harris has this to say: 

“Every time I check my phone, I’m playing the slot machine to see, ‘What did I get?’ This is one 

way to hijack people’s minds and create a habit, to form a habit” 

Smartphones, apps, and social media websites are designed to take advantage of psychological 

“vulnerabilities” and keep you engaged for as long as possible. Getting many notifications at once 

is designed specifically for you, to give you a big “hit” of dopamine (a reward signal in the brain). 

“You’re part of a controlled set of experiments that are happening in real time across you and 

millions of other people…You’re guinea pigs. You are guinea pigs in the box pushing the button 

and sometimes getting the likes” ~Ramsey Brown 

 Useful Links: 

 Transcript of interview with Tristan Harris and others 

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/what-is-brain-hacking-tech-insiders-on-why-you-should-care/ 
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